
Glad to see the questioner’s curiosity about other religions. Look closely at them.
Examine what they say about the world’s origin, its course, its end, and the place
that you have in the world, why you are here. Hold any one of those other religions
or quasi-religions, the things that pass in popular culture as representations of faith,
up against Christianity, the true Christianity of the Bible rather than something that
culture represents as Christianity. Christianity not only explains more and is more
historical, accurate, authentic, practical, and purposeful, but it is also better for you
and your family, employer, community, enemies, and friends.

Popular culture today is largely an amalgam, as culture generally is. Political and
entertainment figures master and represent culture, not history, philosophy, truth, or
religion. Just because a popular figure professes to practice a certain custom,
religion, or faith does not mean that the popular figure has a reliable understanding
of that practice. The figure may or may not. That someone whose music, politics,
art, humor, acting, or looks you like, practices a certain custom, religion, or faith,
does not mean that you should do so, too.

Take the Dalai Lama as an example. The popular figure who travels the world
meeting with other popular figures is one in a long line of Buddhist monks of a
certain school, each believed to be the successive reincarnation of an enlightened
person on the path toward Buddhahood. The Dalai is also a spiritual and political
figure for the Tibetan region that some take him to represent, an oppressed people
for whom he may speak. He uses his Twitter account to write things about young
people being the world’s future, which they always are, about climate change, and
about being lucky and many other things.

Examine his writings closely. You may find them heartening, instructive, and wise,
or you may find them foolish, trite, and quaint, or some of both positive and
negative. You may also find clues to what he believes about those important
questions of your origin, course, end, purpose, and place. Buddhism, focusing on
personal spiritual development, is a variety of traditions, philosophies, practices,
and beliefs centered around the teachings of a person Buddha, or Siddhartha
Gautama, who lived around 600 B.C. Born into a royal family in the region of
today’s Nepal, Gautama sought enlightenment or nirvana, purportedly attaining it
through meditation. Gautama judged life to be endless reincarnation, each life



suffering to the extent that it clings to material things rather than attaining
materially disconnected nirvana.

Christianity differs substantially from Buddhism. Christianity asserts the reality that
we each have only one life, the one that we know, and that imagining past or future
lives is fantasy. Christianity doesn’t encourage disconnecting the mind and
emotions from things toward a Buddhist’s nirvana but instead redeeming persons
and things through the love and grace of Christ—activity in the world rather than
divorce from it. The life of a Christian does not center on meditation, although
Christians practice reflection, but instead on proclamation, sharing the good news of
eternal life with Christ. Christ was not born into a royal family, like Buddha,
although his divine Father made his Son Christ the King of all kings.

Christians are not simple or naïve, as if undeveloped. The scholars and schools of
Christendom are as developed academically, theologically, rationally, and
historically as any in the world. They include some of the brightest minds in the
world. Many Christians are fully aware of the contours, doctrines, confusions, and
attractions of Buddhism or other Eastern religions like Hinduism and Taoism. To
Christians, Buddhism’s meditative nature may echo the Christian’s inner spiritual
relationship with Jesus Christ. Christians find many laudable practices in other
religions, not just reflection but grace, mercy, forgiveness, and loving service.

But Christians have chosen the one true religion, not just the best religion among
many other religions, but the one God whose one Son offers to save all. Christians
are eager to see God redeem the world, to bring things fully right, once and for all
eternity. Christians know that they have one good opportunity to participate in
Christ’s redemptive work. And so, they throw themselves into the work with their
Master’s endless love, finding in their purpose more evidence

Christians would not exchange their choice for any other choice, even if the
most-attractive, most-popular, and most-interesting person on earth urged them to
do so. Christians do not follow famous figures, celebrities, or the culture but instead
follow Jesus Christ. They do not even look for what is superior in sophistication,
who has greater standing or reputation, or who has the best knowledge of current
affairs or the greatest intellect. Christians look instead for who is true, although the



One who is truth, the God whom we know through Jesus Christ, is in fact so far
superior in every respect as to strike awe in any who approach him.

Yet God came into the world not as superior but humble, not to prove himself
greater or his way best but to prove us worthy of his love. God did so by sacrificing
his own Son Jesus Christ, who willingly gave his life to make us into those whom
God could embrace again. Nothing could be more superior than to stoop so low as
to rescue us from our own superiority. Those who look to the cultural stars for their
elevation will find themselves laid low. Those who look to Jesus Christ, who made
himself nothing for us, taking on the sins of the world, will find themselves lifted,
elevated, raised to new heights.


